732 Conventional
Control Unit
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Economical solution for small to mid-sized Hazards
The Fenwal® 732™ is today’s most technologically-advanced conventional suppression control unit.
The Fenwal 732 is the perfect panel for small- to mid-sized special hazard applications and can be used
to control Fenwal’s full line of suppression systems. In addition to being used with the Fenwal Phoenix™
range of Clean Agent Systems, the Fenwal 732 is compatible with sprinkler supervisory, deluge/
pre-action, foam and foam/water systems, as well.
Equipped with today’s most technologically-advanced features, the Fenwal 732’s range of circuits
deliver the industry’s most flexible programming capabilities. The agent releasing circuits feature
our exclusive Triple-R redundancy protection, guarding against unwanted releases. In addition, it’s
backwards compatibility with the full range of Fenwal conventional detectors, alarm devices and
suppression accessories makes the 732 Fire Suppression Control Unit the product of choice.

Features:
• The Fenwal 732 is small and easy to install, maintain and use
• Built-in Class A supervision for all circuits achievable without additional
hardware—the range of circuits on the Fenwal 732 deliver programming
flexibility unmatched in the industry
• This streamlined panel fits effortlessly between the studs of a 16-inch
standard wall
• Ability to house two 12 VDC, 12 AH batteries and allow two-inches of
wiring and finger space between the circuit board and cabinet wall

MISSION CRITICAL FIRE PROTECTION

Applications protected by the Fenwal 732 control Unit:
TM

• Server Rooms

• Telecommunication Sites

• Clean Rooms

• Museums

• Storage Facilities

Additional Features
• Triple-R™ Protection
This triple redundancy process ensures electrical disturbances, such as power surges,
do not inadvertently activate the suppression system resulting in a more reliable
suppression-focused panel.
• Release Countdown Timer
An easy-to-read release countdown timer alerts you to precisely when the system
will discharge.
• Password Protection
Set a password when your panel is installed to prevent unauthorized access to
your suppression system. Factory technical support can assist users with forgotten
passwords.
• Extensive Diagnostics
The troubleshooting function displays diagnostic codes to help identify the source
of a problem. A complete list of diagnostic codes and their meanings can be found
installed on the inside of the enclosure door for easy reference.

Approvals

The Fenwal
732 control Unit
protects small
to mid-sized
hazard areas.

Distributed by:
SAFE Fire Protection, Inc.
8914 Brittany Way
Tampa, Florida 33619
813.664.8989
www.safefireprotection.net

• FM Approved

• NYC Approved

• CSFM Approved

• UL and ULc Listed

Decades of proven experience
Founded in 1935, Fenwal Protection Systems was the pioneer brand for linear heat
detection and Industrial Explosion Protection for aircraft applications. In fact, Fenwal
was the brand of choice for protection of World War II aircraft. Seventy years later,
with decades of fire protection research, engineering and design experience, Fenwal
is now the leading provider of fire protection products for mission critical facilities around
the world. Our distribution and installation network includes the most experienced and
respected local design and service companies in the fire protection industry. Fenwal
Protection Systems maintains the closest relationship possible with our distribution
partners.
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